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Finn Blackstone is in trouble. A mission to find out the truth about her mysteriously absent father

has morphed into a perilous game of cat and mouse. Now Finn and her friends must navigate a

terrifying futuristic landscape filled with machines intent on the groupÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s annihilation.As Finn

struggles against external forces, she faces an imminent threat as she grapples with her alter ego,

Infinity. By accessing her memories, Finn catches a glimpse of InfinityÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s capabilities and

feels a growing sense of horror at her past. But the more Finn and Infinity interact, the more the

game shifts under their feet. In a world where itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s hard to tell your friends from your

enemies, FinnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s past rears its ugly head to trip her up in unthinkable ways.Finn must

summon every ounce of strength she has to overpower her adversaries in a bone-rattling

roller-coaster ride hurtling her toward an unknown future.
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I was looking forward to this release and even per-purchased as I wanted it as soon as it came out.



What to say, I guess why the low rating is due to the fact so much time is a rehash of the first book.

Disappointed as the first book was so intense and pulled me into the story, it took me over half way

through the book to really get into the story this time. Knowing it is a trilogy I was prepared for the

continuation but how the book left it, well fine for a television show but a novel, not so good.

honestly this book just kind of pissed me off. This book just expands on what happened when

infinity took control toward the end of the 1st book. So you really on my move a couple of hours

forward in time. That being said the content of the book was a lot of flash and not a lot of substance.

It was like one of those Hollywood movies on steroids, explosions, gun fire and ridiculous car

chases. You know at the end where everyone is still wearing their makeup and their hair is still

perfect. Anyways, I will probably read the 3rd book out of pure curiosity....

I really enjoyed the first book Infinity Lost. I bought Infinity Rising look forward to another fun ride.

Pretty much I was getting it. Then it ended. Remember how you , felt about the next last installment

of the Lord of Rings. Well that's what I felt here. It stopped. And then it was ok buy the next book.

Maybe that;s how these series are structured but this book ' ending had no resolution it just hung on

the cliff and it;s not a Saturday matinee . Sorry Mr Harrison. I Dodd enjoy the first book,though.

Very disappointing. I really enjoyed the first Infinity book but this one as a big let down for me. If you

enjoy fights scenes, one after the other, you won't have a problem with this book. There wasn't a lot

of story here, just fighting, fighting, fighting. I could sum up the book in one sentence. Infinity comes

out, has to fight drones, soldiers etc and some of the classmates make it out alive. However, you

don't know enough about them to really care. This book is like a prequel to the next book. My

opinion of what the next one will be: Finn and Infinity merge, Finn finds out that Bit was planted at

the school to watch over her and report to her father and although Infinity would gladly kill her father

Finn will win out and not let her. Save your money and skip to the third book, if you are still

interested.

I really liked the first book in the series, "Infinity Lost," so I was excited for the next book in the

Trilogy. While I enjoyed it, it is essentially one very long action scene that takes place on the same

day as the characters' field trip in the first book, and is a continuation of their escape. That said, the

action sequences are very well written, with edge-of-your-seat moments, and some interesting

twists and turns as we get to know "Infinity" as her character develops. My only disappointment is



that the plot did not progress as much as I would have liked. As a reader, I want to know more about

Blackstone, their technology, and its purpose as related to the rest of the world. And what about the

rest of this world/time frame? As a self-proclaimed fan of "The Matrix", perhaps S. Harrison does not

intend to divulge a broader picture of the book's setting? But I think a deeper view would only

enhance the story.This series as a solid effort in young adult fiction, and therefore the action in this

novel has the makings for a good film. I WILL read the rest of the trilogy, but I am hoping for the 3rd

book to dramatically move the plot forward, as well as into alternate settings. S. Harrison - keep up

the good work!

I really enjoyed the first book on my plane ride and had this one ready to go (what, you don't buy

books with the intention of reading them and then never get around to it? :P ). This one was a little

disappointing as I didn't feel it had much movement. While we are in a different area and there is

plenty of action, there also isn't a lot of movement in the plot. Or at least not enough. I bought the

third novel as well, but have stalled a bit in reading it.This one is interesting in that the Finn/Infinity is

starting to blend better but also not enough angst in the fight for who is dominant. I like how the

author is taking it to the level where they should blend into one complete whole. Should. I hope.

Let's see!

Clearly, Mr. Harrison is a veteran gamer. This and the first book in the series read like a video game

script. He skips over character development and gets straight to the violent scenes imbued with

weird superpowers belonging to a genetically-modified, brainwashed teenager. I will not likely

purchase the third installment.

Unless you want to go from one unbelievable crisis to another with little plot, no character

development and no explanation of much of anything, ignore this series.
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